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Introduction
Tukey emphasized that exploratory data analysis relies more on graphical display, whereas confirmatory data analysis is easier to computerize [1, 2] . Existing graphical methods to explore associations in a set of multiple variables are cluster heat maps and correlation plots. Heat maps originated from two-dimensional displays of a two-by-two data matrix. Larger values were represented by darker squares and smaller values by lighter squares [3] . E.g., in gene expression studies, these values correspond to the amount of a particular RNA or protein expressed. The further development of the cluster heat map, which includes ordering of the columns and rows to reveal structure, has been a multi-step process. Facilitating the process of detecting meaningful patterns in the visual presentation, Sneath [4] displayed the results of a cluster analysis by permuting the rows and the columns of a matrix to place similar values adjacent to each other according to the clustering, which is based on the effect-ordered data display principle [5] . This principle says that in any data table or graph, unordered variables should be ordered according to what we aim to show. The ideas of similarity and grouping are derived from Gestalt psychology, but have shown to be equally useful in biology [6] . Ling ultimately formed the idea for joining cluster trees to the rows and columns of the heat map [7] . Technical advances in printing let the presentation of the graphs develop from overstruck printer characters to the use of computer programs to produce cluster heat maps with high-resolution color graphics [8] , as can be seen in Fig. 1 .
Correlation plots are used to visualize association matrices. These plots can be regarded as heat map style displays of multiple correlation statistics. These statistics may be drawn in several forms: as numbers, circles, ellipses, squares, bars or ''pac-man'' symbols. In each symbol both the sign and magnitude of the correlation coefficient is represented. This is done so by using two colors printed with varying intensity. The color indicates the sign of the coefficient and the intensity of the color increases proportionally with the magnitude of the correlation coefficient [5] .
We entertained the idea that these visual methods could be of help in the exploration of associations between genetic data and phenotypical presentation in the investigation of the pathophysiology of psychiatric disorders. The pathophysiology of these disorders is still largely unknown. In an effort to unravel the genetic basis of mood disorders, many genome-wide association studies have been performed. However, these studies found evidence for only a few susceptibility genes, which in turn accounted for a very minor part of disease liability. This fuelled the idea that to grasp the mechanism of these complex illness, it is important to have a framework integrating biology and clinical phenotype [9] . In this model the intermediary processes that occur between the genetic information and the specific phenotypical expression of these illnesses are regarded as a black box [10] .
To achieve a better understanding of these intermediary underlying pathophysiological processes, we wanted to investigate patterns in the associations between specific symptoms and specific gene expression [11] . We hypothesized that patterns in these associations would come to light most effectively at the intersection of related genes and related symptoms, embroidering on the above mentioned principle of effect-ordered data display.
Because we were exploring the physiology of these intermediary black box processes, we preferred to use an effect size measure instead of the correlation coefficient. Contrary to the correlation coefficient effect size measures describe the magnitude of an association in measurement units. This is generally of more interest in the biomedical sciences than just the degree of linearity of an association, which is measured by the correlation coefficient. This is of special importance in explorative biology based research, which can be compared to a field biologist visiting a new habitat who will begin describing the most striking features, i.e. analogous to the largest effects sizes. In addition to a measure of the magnitude of the associations of interest we wanted to implement inferential statistics to aid in drawing conclusions incorporating their certainty. Statistical significance for the given sample size was used in this regard. Summarizing, the scope of the method we had in mind was to visualize a large set of associations of variables in two sets in which one-way association was assumed, i.e. from gene expression to phenotype. This approach required a contiguously and ordered arrangement of the variables, incorporating the direction of the associations, an effect size measure and the statistical significance of individual associations. Elaborating on this reasoning we developed feature-expression heat maps.
In this article we will first describe the method of creating a feature-expression heat map. Secondly we will present an example. Finally we will comment on this method and theorize on other areas of application.
Materials and methods

Preprocessing
The dataset for a feature-expression heat map analysis needs to consist of two sets of variables that differ in their nature. The variables in these sets are assumed to represent phenomena that occur in a certain time order according to an underlying theoretical model and have a one-way relationship. The variables of each set are then transformed in a way that facilitates comparability within the set, such as Z-transformation. Because of reasons of in-between comparability, similarity in data type (binary, ordinal, continuous) of the variables within each set is a stringent requirement.
In order to be able to recognize meaningful patterns in the final feature-expression heat map the variables need to be arranged contiguously and ordered a priori in a way that similar variables are placed adjacent to each other in both variable sets, consistent with the effect ordered data display principle. This may be achieved by performing a cluster analysis on a correlation matrix of the variables in each variable set. Alternatively, the variables can be arranged on phenomenological similarity.
Analysis
Regression methods may be used to determine the effect size and statistical significance of the associations of the individual variables of the preceding with those of the subsequent variable sets. In case of linear regression the regression coefficient b and its p-value are used as measures of effect size and statistical significance, respectively. In case of (ordered) logistic regression the b is used which indicates the change in the logit (or log-odds of the outcome) and may be preferred over the odds ratio, the latter being asymmetric and ranging from zero to infinity.
In order to control for the increased risk of wrongful rejection of the null hypothesis (type I error, false positive results) correction for the false discovery rate (FDR) can be applied, as described by Benjamini and Hochberg [12] . Deriving from this method approximations of the power and sample size can be calculated [13, 14] .
The separate effect size, statistical significance and FDR results of each association are put into individual data matrices. They are ordered in such a way that for each association the statistical property is placed on the intersection between the preceding variables (columns) and the subsequent variables (rows), where the variables of the preceding and subsequent variable sets are ordered according to the above-described procedure.
Graphical presentation
To display the associations of two sets of variables adapted heat maps are drawn, visualizing the preceding variable set in the columns and the subsequent variable set in the rows, each ordered facilitating the visual identification of meaningful clusters of association later on. An underlying cluster analysis tree may be added to one or both of the axes.
In the feature-expression heat maps the associations between preceding and subsequent variables are represented by circles (Fig. 2) . The effect size measure is represented by the type and intensity of the color, whereas the statistical significance of the analyses is represented by the radius of the circles. Shades of red are used for positive effect sizes, whereas shades of blue are used for negative effect sizes. Centered dots may be added to the compartments that comply with a FDR below a certain threshold, thus allowing for a selected portion to be expected false positive. Optionally, when needed in the process of drawing statistical decisions it can be preferred to only visualize the circles of associations of which the statistical significance is below a pre-defined threshold.
To create these heat maps, separate plots are drawn for the effect size, statistical significance and FDR data matrices. These plots can be drawn with the corrplot package, by Wei [15] , on R (R Development Core Team 2013, Vienna, Austria) [16] . R programming code examples are given in Table 1 . In order to magnify the more significant associations, i.e. those in which p is approaching 0, applying a transformation 1 À 3 p p to the statistical significance parameter was found to be useful empirically. Finally, the separate plots can be merged with the transparency function of a vector graphics editor. Step Code Import tables as matrices > plot_size <-as.matrix(read.table(''plot_size.txt'', sep = ''nt'', header = TRUE)) > plot_significance <-as.matrix(read.table(''plot_significance.txt'', sep = ''nt'', header = TRUE)) > fdr_template <-as.matrix(read.table(''fdr_template.txt'', sep = ''nt'', header = TRUE)) > fdr_significance <-as.matrix(read.table(''fdr_significance.txt'', sep = ''nt'', header = TRUE)) Define colors > col <-colorRampPalette(c(''blue'', ''white'', ''red'')) Create significance plot > corrplot(plot_significance, method =c(''circle''), col=(''black''), tl.cex = 0.6, tl.col = (''black''), cl.pos=''n'') Create size measure plot > corrplot(plot_size, is.corr = FALSE, method =c(''color''), addgrid.col = ''grey'', col = col(200), tl.cex = 0.6, tl.col = ''black'', cl.pos=''n'') Create FDR plot > corrplot(fdr_template, method =c(''circle''), col=(''black''), tl.cex = 0.6, tl.col = (''black''), p.mat = fdr_significance, insig = ''blank'', sig.level = 0.009, cl.pos=''n'') Create legends > corrplot(legend_significance, method =c(''circle''), col=(''grey''), tl.cex = 0.6, tl.col = (''black''), cl.pos=''n'') > corrplot(plot_size, is.corr = FALSE, method =c(''color''), addgrid.col = ''grey'', col = col(200), tl.cex = 0.6, tl.col = ''black'', cl.pos=''r'', cl.lim = c (-3,3) , cl.ratio=0.4, cl.length=7)
Results and discussion
Example
We will use some results of our recent paper on monocyte gene expression and psychiatric symptoms of patients with bipolar disorder to demonstrate the use of the feature-expression heat map [11] . In this dataset we analyzed the relation between gene expression and manic symptoms containing information from 64 patients.
According to the underlying pathophysiological model manic symptoms are associated with inflammation related monocyte gene expression, albeit indirectly. The manner of how these processes interact is as yet unknown. Resulting from the pathophysiological model gene expression variables were placed in the preceding variable set, whereas manic symptoms were put in the subsequent variable symptom set. The gene variables were ordered based on a hierarchical cluster analysis of a Pearson correlation matrix, previously executed and published [17] . They were subdivided into three subclusters and a rest group based on the molecular function. Symptom variables were ordered into a phenomenological sequence ranging from core mood symptoms via thought symptoms, psychosomatic symptoms, motor symptoms, food intake symptoms, sleep symptoms, to higher functional symptoms. The gene expression variables contained continuous, normally distributed data and Z-transformation was applied. The symptom variables contained ordered categorical data, which were all transformed on a 0-1 scale for standardization.
In this example analysis associations between individual gene expression and individual manic symptoms were analyzed using ordered logistic regression. The ordered logistic regression model is a direct generalization of the commonly used two-outcome logistic model. In ordered logistic regression, an ordinal dependent variable is estimated as a linear function of independent variables and a set of cut-points [18, 19] .
For each association used to create the feature-expression heat map in this example the effect size was defined as the magnitude of the regression coefficient b indicating the change in the log-odds of the outcome variable per unit increase in the independent variable.
Subsequently, the Z-statistic was calculated for each association as the ratio of the coefficient b to its standard error. The statistical significance then was defined as the statistical probability (p) that this statistic, assumed to follow a normal distribution, is as extreme as, or more so, than what would have been observed under the null hypothesis, defined by p > |Z|.
As stated previously, the transformation 1 À 3 p p was applied to the statistical significance and maximization of the effect size to 3 was applied. Effect size and significance plots were exported as vector graphs, displayed in Fig. 3a and b. DUSP2  ATF3  PDE4B  IL6  IL1B  TNF  TNFAIP3  BCL2A1  PTX  PTGS  CCL20  CXCL2  EREG  CXCL3  MXD  EGR3   F3   MAFF  THBS  SERP  RGC32  PTPN  NAB2  MAPK  EMP1  STX1  SDR  CCL2  CCL7  CDC42  FABP  CD9  HSPA1   CCR2 [11] . Manic symptoms were ordinally measured. Gene expression was normally distributed and z-transformed. Statistical analysis was performed using ordered logistic regression. Circles with a center dot represent significance below the 0.2 false discovery rate (FDR) threshold for multiple testing. The legends, black lines and annotations have been added manually after the creation of the heat map. Fig. 3d has been reprinted with permission [11] .
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We set the FDR at 0.2, thus allowing 1/5 to be false positive. This resulted in a statistical significance threshold (q-value) of 0.009. A FDR plot was drawn with corrplot marking the corresponding circles (Fig. 3c) . Finally the effect size plot, statistical significance plot and FDR plot were merged with Adobe Illustrator (Adobe Systems Inc., San José, California; Fig. 3d ).
This mania feature-expression heat map allowed for the identification of a converging group of associations between the genes PTPN -CDC42, so called sub-cluster 2 genes, and manic symptoms. Sixteen of these associations were significant after FDR correction, especially in the associations with the symptoms increased speech and increased motor activity [11] .
Relation to other methods
Marked properties of the feature-expression heat maps are the combined display of an effect size measure and the statistical significance and use of effect-ordered data display on two sets of variables. This combination aids in the recognition of association patterns in complex systems, e.g. pathophysiological models.
These feature-expression heat maps are based on the original cluster heat maps and use some features that can be found in correlation plots. Both the original cluster heat maps and featureexpression heat maps facilitate the visual analysis of extensive data sets for patterns. Where original cluster heat maps allow displaying all kinds of data matrices, the feature-expression heat map limits its applicability to one-way associations between two variable sets. While limiting the area of usability, it facilitates the use of regression methods. These are almost essential to analyze the strength of the phenomena involved and are an asset in explorative research focused on deconstructing pathophysiological models.
Of the various ways of displaying correlation plots the circle correlation plot, where the radius as well as the type and intensity of the color were derived from the correlation coefficient, drew our attention. In doing so the correlation plot utilizes two ways of visual display to show one test outcome. The visual combination of two measures of association in the feature-expression heat maps, i.e. effect size and statistical significance in one graphical display, increases the usefulness of the method. While visualizing the effect size allows observation of the strongest associations, adding the significance of the association adds the ability to observe the signal-to-noise ratio of the observations, thus aiding in the process of inference of the explorative process. In visually integrating and presenting this distinctive information this method allows for a balanced interpretation of the associations. Especially, the method allows for salient complex (patterns of) associations to become apparent.
Bipartite network graphs can be regarded as an alternative to the feature-expression heat map method in visualizing two dimension (bipartite) variables [20, 21] . For example, a bipartite network could represent genes and symptoms as nodes, and the edge weight connecting the nodes could represent the significance of the respective association. The color of the edges could represent the effect size, and its style (e.g. solid versus dotted line) could represent whether or not the significance met the FDR correction. The possibility of adding more than two variable dimensions in one graph (multipartite graph) is a benefit of this method. However, in medium size datasets consisting of two variable dimensions the authors consider the surveyability of the feature-expression heat map to be favorable due to its convenient arrangement.
Limitations
The scalability of the feature-expression heat map is principally limited by the perception and interpretation capabilities of the interpreter. To facilitate the interpretability of more complex feature-expression heat maps separate panels can be created containing subgroups of the variables. For example, the presentation of the separate symptom dimensions (manic, depressive, psychotic symptoms) has been performed using separate panels in our recent study [11] .
Like all methods exploring data sets with large variable lists, feature-expression heat maps may bring about an increased risk of type I errors. Although an extensive discussion about controlling for this problem is beyond the scope of this article, we have endeavored to restrict the extend of this limitation by deploying the Benjamini-Hochberg method. It is known that the BenjaminiHochberg method offers a more powerful alternative to the traditional Bonferroni method [22, 23] . Although a wrongful rejection of the null hypotheses cannot be fully eliminated with this method, considering only clusters of adjoining associations to be meaningful can further diminish this risk, which is a strength of the heat map method.
Future perspectives
Originating in a study on the relation between monocyte gene expression and psychiatric symptoms we expect the featureexpression heat map method to be useful for studying many other illnesses by benefiting from a combined effect size and statistical significance plot. High throughput screening studies [24, 25] involving complex relations between genetics and biological features are obvious candidates. Even more so, the method is not limited to genotype-phenotype relations, but can easily be applied in any explorative analysis exploring multiple variables, within a group of subjects, of which a two-variable-set one-way dependency is assumed.
As this method can be regarded as an evolution of the original cluster heat maps, it is tempting to reflect on possible future enhancements. At present the method relies on separate ordering of the row and column variables, based on individual cluster analyses or phenomenological similarity. Biclustering is a cluster method that allows simultaneous clustering of both rows and columns [26] . Biclustering of the data matrix to obtain the ordering of the variables would increase the extent of the interaction effects in the feature-expression heat map. Furthermore, instead of relying on visual identification of meaningful clusters of associations, future development incorporating more advanced, automated pattern recognition may aid in the discrimination between more meaningful and less meaningful clusters. By automation assigned cluster associations could be visually marked by a distinguishable background color of the compartments involved or with a bold line surrounding these compartments.
Conclusion
The feature-expression heat map is a useful graphical instrument to explore associations in complex biological systems where one-way direction is assumed, such as genotype-phenotype pathophysiological models. It utilizes the combined display of an effect size measure and the statistical significance as well as the use of effect-ordered data display of two sets of variables, both aiding in the recognition of meaningful association patterns. data, the writing of the report and the decision to submit the paper for publication.
Appendix A. Supplementary material
Supplementary material associated with this article consisting of an R package with the example data that has been presented and sample code to generate the individual plots can be found, in the online version, at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jbi.2014.10.003.
